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Chapter 1441: Highcloud Flying Shuttle 

Xia Baichuan took out several formation flags from his spatial ring. He inserted the flags all around the 

island and then took a flag for himself and then stood in the middle of the island. 

 

Meanwhile, Tang Jie and the others were in the surroundings. Nobody spoke and even if someone did, 

they did it in whispers. They don’t dare be too loud in fear of disturbing Xia Baichuan. 

 

A lot of the people present have never seen the Detective Race recreate a scenario before, so they were 

very curious. But since they were also aware of how important this matter was to the Hundred 

Treasures Realm, they didn’t dare make unnecessary actions. 

 

Xia Baichuan stood firmly as he flipped the flag in his hand into the formation. Then he took out a 

formation disk and closed his eyes as he muttered a string of words. People knew that he was reading 

something. Then after a while, Xia Baichuan opened his mouth as he spat out a mouthful of blood into 

the formation disk. 

 

As blood was spat out into the formation disk, it immediately shone. Then at the same time, the 

formation flags around the island fluttered. Finally, the formation flags, the formation plate, and Xia 

Baichuan disappeared. What appeared in front of Tang Jie and the clothes was a scene. 

 

The scene showed a battle. The 1000 people from the Hundred Treasures Realm had lined up behind the 

three Eight Cyan Imperial Chariots. The opposite party had a huge ship and pagoda. A faint rumbling 

sound was heard as the two sides clashed repeatedly. The Xu Race were also fighting with the World of 

Cultivation. There’s also a massive number of Undead, making the scene look very chaotic. 

 

Then after some time, the scene disappeared, causing Tang Jin and the others to stare. Then they saw 

Xia Baichuan with a pale expression. Tang Jie was about to ask what was wrong when Xia Baichuan 

coughed out blood. This wasn’t intentional like before, he was really injured. 

 

Tang Jie quickly moved to Xia Baichuan’s side and supplied him with spiritual qi. When his spiritual qi 

entered Xia Baichuan’s body, Tang Jie was suddenly given a scare. This was because Xia Baichuan’s 

spiritual qi was in chaos. It seemed like he was possessed by a devil. 

 



This discovery caused Tang Jie to be startled. Although Xia Baichuan was the weakest one among them, 

Nascent Soul Experts still had great control over the spiritual qi in their bodies. How could Xia Baichuan 

be possessed by a devil? 

 

However, Tang Jie also discovered that although Xia Baichuan’s spiritual qi was in chaos, his foundation 

was clear and stable. Tang Jie continued to supply Xia Baichuan with spiritual qi and he also took out a 

pill and shoved it into Xia Baichuan’s mouth. 

 

It was clear that Xia Baichuan was conscious since he opened his mouth to accept the pill. Then with the 

help of Tang Jie, he was able to stabilize the flow of his spiritual qi. He was no longer in fear of losing his 

body to the devil. 

 

Xia Baichuan let out a long breath and then bowed to Tang Jie as he said, “I thank Senior Tang Jie for 

saving me.” 

 

Tang Jie waved his hand and said, “Your a guest of the Hundred Treasures Realm, it’s no problem. What 

happened? How come you suddenly collapsed?” 

 

Xia Baichuan recalled what happened. His expression couldn’t hide his fear as he answered, “I don’t 

know why, but I felt a very powerful energy break by reconstruction. Moreover, it even invaded my 

body. If it weren’t for Senior’s help, then my body might have perished. It seemed like someone layered 

a formation in this place. He’s certainly an expert in spiritual force.” 

 

Tang Jie stared and said, “People can eradicate a scene with this method?” 

 

Xi Baichuan shook his head and said, “Most people aren’t able to eradicate scenes, only those especially 

skilled in using spiritual force. Moreover, they have to be very talented in this area.” 

 

Tang Jie nodded and said, “How strong do you think this person is?” 

 

Xia Baichuan thought for a moment and said, “They’re at Severed Soul Stage at least. Moreover, they’re 

extremely skilled in using spiritual force. I can even say that they specialize in spiritual force. Otherwise, 

they wouldn’t be able to do this.” 

 



Tang Jie nodded, he could understand what Xia Baichuan meant. Although cultivators use spiritual force, 

they generally wouldn’t specialize on it. They would rather focus on their spells and artifacts while using 

spiritual force as a support. 

 

But in the Ten-thousand Realm Battlefield, there were cultivators that specialized in using spiritual force. 

In fact, these cultivators turned out to be a pain to deal with. This was because spiritual force was 

invisible and without form. If it was practiced to the extreme, then people would have a hard time facing 

it. 

 

Although Tang Jie believed Xia Baichuan’s words, he still was able to calm down. This was because he 

didn’t see anyone from the Giant Spirit Realm from the recreated scene. This meant that the Giant Spirit 

Race wasn’t involved at this point, which was good news for the Hundred Treasures Realm. 

 

Since the Giant Spirit Realm didn’t participate in the attack, then this meant that they had yet to know 

about the Hundred Treasures Realm’s plan. The Hundred Treasures Realm still held the upper hand in 

this situation. 

 

As for the person that specializes in spiritual force, Tang Jie wasn’t worried about him. He thinks that it 

might possibly be Zhao Hai. 

 

Although Zhao Hai’s strength appeared to be at Nascent Soul on the surface, the fact that he can use 

large artifacts to go against the Eight Cyan Imperial Chariots meant that he had formidable spiritual 

force. 

 

Tang Jie was also certain that the Xu Race had suffered bad luck. Judging from the recreated scene, the 

battle on the Octopus Islands did indeed happen near the ground. It can be said that the restored scene 

convinced Tang Jie that the first battlefield was in the Octopus Islands. Now, he has nothing to worry 

about. 

 

Since the matter in the Octopus Islands has been settled, then the only thing left to do was to cause 

trouble for the World of Cultivation. It’s possible that Giant Spirit Realm was now aware of this matter, 

but Tang Jie still wanted to cause trouble. This was because the World of Cultivation killed his people. 

Moreover, he can fight the Giant Spirit Realm through this. 

 



When he thought of this, Tang Jie immediately turned to Tang Wen and said, “Little Wen, get everyone 

to prepare. Leave 300 people to defend the Octopus Islands while we depart to deal with the World of 

Cultivation. It seems like our people have met their demise, we need to take revenge for them.” 

 

Tang Wen nodded as he turned around and left. Tang Jie looked at Xia Baichuan and said, “Baichuan, 

you stay here and rest.” 

 

Xia Baichuan didn’t decline since he was truly injured. He nodded, then Tang Jie had someone send him 

to his residence. 

 

Before long, 2700 people from the Hundred Treasures Realm have assembled. Only 300 people were left 

behind to defend the island. 

 

Looking at the people that gathered, Tang Jie stood in front and said, “Everyone should have already 

seen the scene just now. It’s almost certain that the first group were killed by the World of Cultivation. 

When did such a small realm dare stretch their claws against our Hundred Treasures Realm? Today we’ll 

let them know what happens if they offend us!” 

 

Tang Jie was able to transfer his mood to the group, they all loudly shouted. Then Tang Jie added, “We’ll 

charge towards the World of Cultivation’s base at the quickest speed. Take out the Highcloud Flying 

Shuttles!” 

 

Upon hearing Tang Jie, the group immediately began to move as three hundred people stepped 

forward. These people were grouped by ten and then each group began to take out a small shuttle from 

their spatial item. As the shuttle was taken out, it immediately enlarged and assumed the form of a 

pointy shuttle. Its size allowed 100 people inside it with no problem. 

 

This Highcloud Flying Shuttle was an artifact specially made by the Hundred Treasures Realm to travel 

quickly. Its speed was incredibly fast. However, it consumed a large amount of spiritual qi. Although the 

shuttle used crystal stones as a power source, controlling it required more spiritual qi. Because of this, 

the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm rarely used it. 

 

Thirty highcloud Flying Shuttles were soon prepared. Since each shuttle had less than 100 people inside, 

it was able to fly at a very high speed. 

 



Seeing that everything was prepared, Tang Jie boarded his own shuttle before commanding, “Depart!” 

Along with his voice, 30 flying shuttles sprang out like arrows towards the direction of the World of 

Cultivation’s base. 

 

Zhao Hai saw all of this through the Space. He discovered that he really underestimated these high-

grade realms. He hadn’t heard of these Highcloud Flying Shuttles before, but their speed was the real 

deal. From the way things were going, it would take them just a bit more than a day to reach the 

stronghold. His previous estimates were completely wrong. 

 

Fortunately, in order to give the Giant Spirit Realm a sense that a battle was happening soon, the World 

of Cultivation already started to make preparations. At this time, everything was about to be done. And 

if the Giant Spirit Realm came earlier, then they would be safe. 

 

However, just to be careful, Zhao Hai immediately looked for Kong Miao. Kong Miao was currently inside 

his room. He no longer needs to be worried about the arrangements outside. At this time, he was 

looking at the cultivation methods of the Hundred Treasures Realm. Although it was already too late to 

change his cultivation method, he could still study the Hundred Treasures Realm’s techniques. It must 

be known that the Ten Thousand Transformations Staff could turn itself into a smaller artifact. It would 

be helpful for Kong Miao to study the small artifact controlling techniques of the Hundred Treasures 

Realm. 

 

At this time, Zhao Hai’s voice was heard outside Kong Miao’s residence, “Grandmaster Kong Miao, Zhao 

Hai asks for an audience.” 

 

Hearing Zhao Hai’s voice, Kong Miao immediately stored his jade slip as he said, “Little Hai, come in.” 

Zhao Hai complied and entered Kong Miao’s residence. 

 

Kong Miao’s place was very big and had many rooms inside. Moreover, one could see that it was 

decorated attractively. 

 

When Zhao Hai entered the room, he cupped his fists and said, “Grandmaster, I have something to 

report!” 

 

 

Chapter 1442: Target! 



Kong Miao rolled his eyes and said, “Why are you too polite? Come and take a seat. What’s the matter?” 

 

Zhao Hai didn’t sit down and instead gave his report, “It’s an urgent matter. I just obtain information 

from my Undead that the Hundred Treasures Realm is already coming over. Moreover, they are using a 

flying artifact named the Highcloud Flying Shuttle.” 

 

Upon hearing Zhao Hai, Kong Miao couldn’t help but stare. Then his expression changed as he said, 

“Highcloud Flying Shuttle? Is it really the Highcloud Flying Shuttle?” 

 

Zhao Hai nodded and said, “Right, the Highcloud Flying Shuttle.” 

 

Kong Miao frowned as he stood up and said, “This Highcloud Flying Shuttle is a unique artifact of the 

Hundred Treasures Realm. It’s incredibly fast but consumes a lot of energy. Most of the time, the 

Hundred Treasures Realm wouldn’t use it. It seems like they really want to deal with us this time.” 

 

Zhao Hai nodded and said, “Grandmaster, what do we do now?” 

 

Kong Miao replied, “We’ll inform everyone and prepare. I believe it wouldn’t be long before the 

Hundred Treasures Realm arrives. Now I can only hope that the Giant Spirit Realm sends reinforcements 

sooner.” While talking, Kong Miao walked outside with Zhao Hai following from behind. 

 

Before long, Kong Miao informed everyone about the recent situation. Both people from the Xu Race 

and the World of Cultivation were anxious when they heard the news. 

 

Not only the people from the two realms, the people from the Giant Spirit Realm were also shaken upon 

knowing that 2000 people from the Hundred Treasures Realm were coming over. However, they didn’t 

leave. They planned to stay and fight alongside Zhao Hai and the others. 

 

After informing everyone, the Immortal Stage Experts were also informed. But the Immortal Experts 

didn’t say anything. In fact, they weren’t going to take action this time. This was because once these 

Immortal Stage Experts make a move, then the Hundred Treasures Realm’s experts would move as well. 

When the time comes, those old fogies would definitely fall in battle. 

 



Once they had prepared, Zhao Hai and the others stood on the peak of the stronghold’s mountain. As 

they looked out, Kong Miao turned to Zhao Hai and said, “This time, our World of Cultivation is in real 

trouble. Even if we manage to repel the Hundred Treasures Realm, we would be offending them. Later 

on, he wouldn’t be able to travel safely in the Ten-thousand Realm Battlefield.” 

 

Zhao Hai smiled faintly and said, “ It’s too late to think about that right now. Even if we behaved, would 

the Hundred Treasures Realm let us off? Instead of worrying, we might as well fight hard. Also, we have 

the Giant Spirit Realm behind us. We don’t have to be afraid of the enemy.” 

 

Kong Miao sighed and said, “The Hundred Treasures Realm and the Giant Spirit Realm can afford to lose 

people, but our World of Cultivation cannot. Every person that dies in battle weakens our strength. If we 

lost a lot, then our development would be heavily affected.” 

 

Zhao Hai didn’t say anything since he knew that Kong Miao was intent on making the World of 

Cultivation a powerful influence. However, Zhao Hai was also aware that the World of Cultivation 

couldn’t become stronger in a short period of time. Several generations of effort needed to be done in 

order to accomplish this goal. Moreover, they also need a lot of powerful experts to guard the 

frontlines. 

 

Although the World of Cultivation has several Immortal Stage Experts, these people weren’t enough to 

shake things up. They don’t even dare come out to the surface. This was the biggest shortcoming of the 

World of Cultivation. 

 

Seeing Zhao Hai being silent, Kong Miao couldn’t help but turn his head and ask, “Little Hai, why are you 

silent?” 

 

Zhao Hai looked out and said, “Grandmaster, I want to head out. While I do so, you’ll use the guardian 

formation to buy as much time as possible for the reinforcements from the Giant Spirit Realm. If I get a 

chance, I can even strike a crucial blow to the Hundred Treasures Realm.” 

 

Hearing Zhao Hai, Kong Miao couldn’t help but stare, then he shook his head and said, “Going outside is 

too dangerous. It’s better if you defend here.” 

 

Zhao Hai smiled faintly and said, “Grandmaster, there’s no need to worry about me. If there’s no 

opportunity, then I wouldn’t make any attacks.” 



 

Seeing that Zhao Hai was fully intent on heading out, Kong Miao could only agree, “Alright, if you want 

to go out then you can go out. However, you couldn’t make a move if there’s no opportunity to do so. 

Make sure to keep yourself safe as much as possible.” 

 

Zhao Hsi smiled faintly and said, “Grandmaster, you can rest assured. But after I go out, I will have to 

hide. There would be no way for you to contact me. I’ll go out when the time comes. Right, I’ll also bring 

Mo Sheng with me.” 

 

Kong Miao nodded and said, “Alright, go. Be careful out there. You don’t have to worry about us.” 

 

Zhao Hai nodded, then he released the Hell King’s ship as he took Mo Sheng away. Once Zhao Hai was 

gone, Xu Ning walked towards Kong Miao and asked, “Why did Zhao Hai leave?” 

 

Kong Miao smiled and said, “He’ll be alright. He wanted to go out and wait for an opportunity to strike 

once the Hundred Treasures Realm begins to siege us.” 

 

When Xu Ning heard this, he was stunned. Then he frowned as he said, “That’s very dangerous.” 

Actually, Xu Ning wasn’t thinking about the danger to Zhao Hai at first. Instead, he thought that Zhao Hai 

might have found an excuse to run away without being suspicious. Xu Ning was an old hermit and had 

experienced a lot of things as well as sinister hearts that were afraid to die. 

 

However, it didn’t take long before Xu Ning removed this thought from his mind. He knew clearly how 

strong Zhao Hai was. He didn’t even flinch in front of three Eight Cyan Imperial Chariots. Although there 

were a lot of people from the Hundred Treasures Realm coming over, it’s impossible for Zhao Hai to be 

afraid of them. 

 

Since he thought of this, Xu Ning removed his suspicion towards Zhao Hai and instead worried about his 

safety. 

 

The World of Cultivation’s present strength wasn’t very good. And with the Xu Race’s previous action of 

whittling down their rookies, the talents of the World of Cultivation has been reduced. And now, the Xu 

Race were going to depend on the World of Cultivation which would experience a shortage of experts in 

the future. 



 

However, Zhao Hai’s age and strength, he can become the representative of the World of Cultivation’s 

younger generation. Therefore, Xu Ning couldn’t help but worry for Zhao Hai. 

 

Kong Miao shook his head and said, “He’ll be alright. Rest assured, Little Hai knows when to make a 

move. We don’t have to worry about him.” 

 

At this time, Zhao Hai and Mo Sheng left the Cultivation Realm’s stronghold. The moment they left, they 

disappeared and returned to the Space.” 

 

When the two returned, Laura and the others welcomed them. Laura looked at Zhao Hai and said, 

“Brother Hai, do you really want to attack the Hundred Treasures Realm from behind?” 

 

Zhao Hai smiled faintly and said, “Let’s head in and talk. Right, where’s Meg?”Seeing that Meg didn’t 

come out, Zhao Hai couldn’t help but ask Laura. 

 

Laura smiled and said, “Meg is preparing food for Mo Sheng to eat. Brother Hai, if it’s not needed, how 

about you keep Mo Sheng inside the Space. It’s quite dangerous outside. He can also eat whenever he 

wants inside the Space.” 

 

Zhao Hai smiled and said, “Forget it, he won’t agree to staying inside the Space all the time.” 

 

Befor Laura could respond, Mo Sheng replied, “I’ll follow Big Brother all the time.” 

 

Zhao Hai smiled faintly and said, “Alright, you’ll follow me.” Then the group entered the villa and sat 

down in the living room. Zhao Hai opened the monitor and looked at the people from the Hundred 

Treasures Realm. 

 

By this point, almost everyone from the Hundred Treasures Realm had silver needles in them. The ability 

of the silver needles to fuse was too formidable. Once they came in contact with these people, the 

needles immediately transformed into hairs. Because of this, the people from the Hundred Treasures 

weren’t able to notice them. 

 



Looking at the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm, Laura looked at Zhao Hai and said, “Brother 

Hai, are you going to try blocking them?” 

 

Zhao Hai shook his head, “I’m not. I alone aren’t able to stop them, I have to use the Undead. But once I 

use the Undead, then wouldn’t my secrets be exposed? Therefore, I can’t deal with these people. If I 

were to attack someone, then it would be these ones.” After saying that, Zhao Hai changed the image 

on the monitor. 

 

Laura looked at the monitor and saw that the scene had changed into the Octopus Islands. Upon hearing 

Zhao Hai, Laura immediately understood what he meant. Zhao Hai wanted to attack the Octopus 

Islands. Although the Hundred Treasures Realm already activated its guardian formation, it was useless 

against Zhao Hai who would appear wherever he wanted. 

 

Moreover, the people left behind on the island weren’t a lot. Zhao Hai had confidence in wiping them all 

out. Not only could he attack the Hundred Treasures Realm, he could also do it with little to no effort. 

 

Laura nodded and said, “So you want to attack the Octopus Islands. That’s a good idea. There’s only 300 

people left there. By this point, the Space has a lot of Transcending Tribulation Experts and even two 

Severed Soul Experts. It shouldn’t be hard of them to deal with 300 people.” 

 

Zhao Hai nodded, “I also discovered that the stronger the person, the more faith power they provide. A 

Severed Soul Expert can provide faith power equal to 10 thousand Undead. If compared to the people 

inside the Space, it could equal to 20 thousand. I can still feel that faith power has more uses for me, so I 

need to collect more.” 

 

Hearing Zhao Hai, Laura stared. Then his expression lit up as he said, “So it’s like that. Fantastic. We can 

use the following days to accumulate more Undead to provide you with faith power. When do you plan 

to attack the Octopus Islands?” 

 

Zhao Hai smiled faintly. He knew that Laura wanted him to be strong as soon as possible. With this, they 

have less things to worry about. So he replied, “When the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm 

begins attacking the World of Cultivation’s stronghold, that’s when we’ll begin.” 

 

 

Chapter 1443: Formation Breaking Spirit Snake Needle 



Tang Jie looked on as people from various realms fled in all directions. He had a smile on his face. These 

ordinary cultivators were scared senseless by the sight of a fleet of large flying artifacts going their way. 

 

Tang Jie was also aware that there might be people from the World of Cultivation among these people, 

but he didn’t care. He wanted to deal with the World of Cultivation as soon as possible, so he rushed 

towards their stronghold in plain view. As long as the World of Cultivation doesn’t leave the Ten-

thousand Realm Battlefield, they would have nowhere to run. 

 

In the face of real strength, plots and schemes were useless. Tang Jie thought of himself as a person of 

absolute strength. No matter what tricks the World of Cultivation has in its sleeves, he could just dive 

right into their heart and destroy them. 

 

Any realm in the Ten-thousand Realm Battlefield had their own bases. Low-grade realms had one or two 

bases while high-grade realms possessed hundreds to several thousands. These bases provide a place 

for practitioners to rest in as well as define a realm’s territory. 

 

Therefore, realms generally won’t abandon these bases. If they gave up on this base, then their 

influence on that area would be effectively uprooted. It must be known that besides bases, there aren’t 

any other places in the Ten-thousand Realm Battlefield where one could establish a transmission 

formation to other realms. Because of this, realms wouldn’t give up on these bases. 

 

At this time, Tang Wen arrived beside Tang Jie and reported, “Senior Brother, make everyone prepare. 

In 20 minutes, we will arrive at the World of Cultivation’s stronghold.” 

 

Tang Jie nodded and then took out jade sword messages and sent them out to the other shuttles, 

making everyone prepare. At the same time, his expression turned serious. 

 

Tang Jie’s purpose this time in attacking the World of Cultivation was to eliminate no other than Zhao 

Hai! This was because Tang Jie knew clearly that these people wouldn’t have survived for this long 

without Zhao Hai’s help. 

 

Moreover, if it weren’t for Zhao Hai, then the Xu Race would have won against the World of Cultivation. 

After all, multiple calculations were made and all of them pointed to the Xu Race’s victory by judging the 

strength of both realms. 

 



But because of Zhao Hai, the Xu Race was defeated. And because the Xu Race failed, the Hundred 

Treasures Realm was forced to send their own people to finish the job. And now, those people have 

disappeared. It can be said that this string off events was caused by none other than Zhao Hai. 

 

For this reason, Tang Jie decided to make Zhao Hai his target. He needed to kill Zhao Hai at all costs! In 

his opinion, he could only avenge his people if Zhao Hai was killed. 

 

Before long, 20 minutes had passed and the World of Cultivation’s stronghold appeared in Tang Jie’s 

sight. The stronghold of the World of Cultivation wasn’t very majestic. It was a mountain full of mines 

and looked like a honeycomb. 

 

Right now, the stronghold was covered by a huge eggshell. However, Tang Jie and the others could still 

see behind the shield. There were people from the World of Cultivation as well as the Xu Race present. 

 

Seeing these people, Tang Jie couldn’t help but let out a cold snort. Then suddenly, Tang Jie’s expression 

turned cold. His eyes turned towards a group of tall people. These people wore iron armor and had iron 

hoops on their heads. Their appearance distinguishes them greatly and easily identified them as people 

from the Giant Spirit Realm. 

 

Almost everyone in the Ten-thousand Realm Battlefield recognizes the people from the Giant Spirit 

Realm. This was because the people from the Giant Spirit Realm were very tall. Moreover, they wore 

iron armor. It was as if it was their signature look. 

 

Tang Wen also noticed the tall people behind the barrier. He didn’t have as much control as Tang Jie, so 

when he saw the people from the Giant Spirit Realm, he couldn’t help but exclaim, “It’s the Giant Spirit 

Realm. However, there are only a few of them, about a dozen. It seems like these people are here to 

check the situation. The World of Cultivation has already told the Giant Spirit Realm.” 

 

Tang Jie nodded as his eyes let out a cold light, then he said, “Good. With this, we can deal with the 

Giant Spirit Realm ahead of time.” Then he waved his hand. The Highcloud Flying Shuttles were stored 

and then the 2,700 people grouped up. 

 

Although the Xu Race and the World of Cultivation were now working together, they were still 

separated into two teams. After all, the fighting styles of the two realms differ greatly. 

 



However, it seems like the Giant Spirit Realm wouldn’t be very involved. Actually, there’s no need for 

the World of Cultivation to gather together. If Tang Jie and the others wanted to attack them, then they 

would need to go through the guardian formation. One shouldn’t think that this guardian formation was 

just a light cover and had no defense whatsoever. It was defensively strong, otherwise it wouldn’t be 

called a guardian formation. These formations also have means to attack. 

 

The World of Cultivation’s guardian formation wasn’t a simple defensive formation. The World of 

Cultivation spent a hundred years before completing it. Most importantly, this guardian formation was 

being managed by Immortal Stage Experts. 

 

Although Immortal Stage Experts personally couldn’t make an attack, they could still control the 

guardian formation. With this, nobody would be able to have any reasons to use. 

 

The guardian formation controlled by an Immortal Expert, so how could it be simple? Because of this, 

the Hundred Treasures Realm would have to use some skillful manners in order to break through it. 

 

Tang Jie was naturally aware of this, but he wasn’t worried. They came out this time in order to deal 

with the World of Cultivation and the Xu Race. Each of these two groups had their own guardian 

formations. If they didn’t bring anything to break these formations, then they would be having a hard 

time. 

 

Tang Jie waved his hand as the group from the Hundred Treasures Realm retreated a few steps. Then 

Tang Jie patted his spatial bag and took out a huge needle-shaped artifact. 

 

This needle-shaped artifact was very peculiar. It wasn’t as straight as a normal needle. It curved along its 

body like a snake. It was 30 meters long and began at 5 meters in diameter before tapering into a point 

at the end. 

 

Seeing this artifact, Kong Miao’s expression couldn’t help but change as he muttered, “Formation 

Breaking Spirit Snake Needle!” 

 

Xu Ning nodded as he said, “Right, it’s the Formation Breaking Spirit Snake Needle. The Hundred 

Treasures Realm could actually make one. It seems like we’re in trouble.” 

 



The Formation Breaking Spirit Snake Needle was a very famous artifact in the Ten-thousand Realms 

Battlefield. This artifact could eradicate almost every formation. One of the reasons for this was because 

of the material it’s made from. The Formation Breaking Spirit Snake Needle was made out of a thousand 

different materials. Among them, 300 were materials used for breaking spiritual qi and spiritual force. It 

was because of these 300 materials that the needle could break all kinds of formations. 

 

The second reason for this was the way it was made. Like its name suggests, the Formation Breaking 

Spirit Snake needle could move like a spirit snake. On its surface were special wave-like designs that 

enabled the needle to have an energy shield as it moved forward, helping in breaking formations. 

 

Another reason was the needle’s ability to congregate spiritual qi. This meant that the needle could be 

used by more than one person. It could collect all kinds of energies and unify them in order to break the 

formation. 

 

In other words, this Formation Breaking Spirit Snake Needle could concentrate the spiritual qi of 2700 

people and directi it to break the World of Cultivation’s guardian formation. 

 

The World of Cultivation’s guardian formation was very strong, but this formation was a giant shield that 

needed to block in every direction. The Formation Breaking Spirit Snake Needle can use this to its 

advantage. It only needed to pierce through one point in order to break it! 

 

Due to these characteristics, the Formation Breaking Spirit Snake Needle became the nemesis of 

formations in the Ten-thousand Realm Battlefield. However, only a few realms could manufacture these 

needles. 

 

Tang Jie and the others were actually able to bring out a Formation Breaking Spirit Snake Needle. It’s 

clear that the Hundred Treasures Realm was treating this matter with great importance. 

 

Although the World of Cultivation’s guardian formation was controlled by Immortal Experts, it was still 

impossible for them to defend against more than 2000 Transcending Tribulation Experts. There’s also 

Severed Soul Experts among these people. They would be able to break the World of Cultivation’s 

formation given the time. 

 



Kong Miao coldly snorted and said, “So what if they break the guardian formation? In any case, we’ve 

made our preparations. Tell everyone to get ready!” The monks beside him passed on his message to 

everyone. 

 

As for those from the Giant Spirit Realm, they had difficult expressions on their faces. When they first 

set foot on the World of Cultivation’s stronghold, they didn’t believe in the World of Cultivation’s report. 

They didn’t think that the Hundred Treasures Realm would really attack. Because of this, they only sent 

50 people. 

 

On the other hand, Yan Dong believed that the World of Cultivation was telling the truth. This was 

because this matter is just too big. All high-level existences in the Ten-thousand Realm Battlefield were 

well aware of the grudge between the Giant Spirit Realm and the Hundred Treasures Realm. If the 

World of Cultivation lied, then the Giant Spirit Realm wouldn’t let them off. To the World of Cultivation, 

lying would bring them no benefits. 

 

However, not everyone shared Yan Dong’s beliefs. But for those that didn’t believe, they could only 

open their eyes right now. 

 

Although the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm don’t have any identifying features, the Giant 

Spirit Realm could still recognize them. 

 

It was said that the one who understood you the most was your enemy. This saying wasn’t false. If your 

body has any problems, even if other people don’t notice it, your enemy certainly would. He would then 

use your problem and use it against you. 

 

The Giant Spirit Realm and the Hundred Treasures Realm were in the same terms. Every time someone 

from the Giant Spirit Realm practiced, they always imagined the Hundred Treasures Realm as their 

enemy. Besides normal trials, the people from the Giant Spirit Realm spent their time analyzing the 

Hundred Treasures Realm. 

 

The same was true for the Hundred Treasures Realm. They would analyze every small thing about the 

Giant Spirit Realm. They would also regard the Giant Spirit Realm as their greatest enemies. 

 



The hatred between the Giant Spirit Realm and the Hundred Treasures Realm was too deep that it 

penetrated deep into the soul. Because of this, it wouldn’t be strange if both sides could recognize each 

other in a single glance. 

 

With Kong Miao’s words, everyone from the World of Cultivation and the Xu Race sprang into action. 

They already made preparations before, so it wasn’t that hard to be in position. 

 

As for the people from the Giant Spirit Realm, they also made some preparations. Anyone from the 

Giant Spirit Realm won’t hold back when faced with the Hundred Treasures Realm. This was the rule of 

the Giant Spirit Realm. 

 

After Tang Jie took out the Formation Breaking Spirit Snake Needle, he commanded, “Gather!” As soon 

as he said that, spiritual qi from all directions gathered onto the needle. After absorbing all of these 

spiritual qi, the needle turned golden. Then it twisted as it became a spirit snake. Seeing that the needle 

was primed and ready, Tang Jie shouted, “Pierce!” 

 

Like a sharp arrow, the Formation Breaking Spirit Snake Needle shot straight into the World of 

Cultivation’s guardian formation like a beam of light! 

 

Boom! A loud sound was heard as the Formation Breaking Spirit Snake Needle collided with the World 

of Cultivation’s guardian formation. The guardian formation changed color multiple times before it 

shattered like glass. 

 

The moment the guardian formation shattered, Tang Jie took back the needle and commanded his 

troops to attack the World of Cultivation’s stronghold. 

 

At the same time, the people from the stronghold moved. They didn’t oppose the enemy in one big 

group but instead divided themselves into teams as they retreated into the mountain. 

 

This didn’t mean that they had given up on resisting. On the contrary, the resistance has just started. 

Although the World of Cultivation doesn’t have its own Formation Breaking Spirit Snake Needle, they 

have heard of its properties. The needle was specifically used to destroy formation, so how could it be 

weak. However, it also has a weak point. The energy it consumed was heavily inflated. No ordinary 

person could use it on their own. Because of this, the Hundred Treasures Realm only used it one time 

before taking it back. 



 

The World of Cultivation prepared itself for a face on fight with the Hundred Treasures Realm. Because 

of this, various kinds of formations were set up along the mines of the mountain stronghold. These 

formations might not be as powerful as the guardian formation, but their offensive strength couldn’t be 

looked down on. If a Transcending Tribulation Expert was trapped within, they would have a hard time 

getting out. 

 

 

Chapter 1444: No Captives 

When Tang Jie and the others started their assault on the World of Cultivation’s stronghold, Zhao Hai 

was ready to attack the Octopus Islands. But when he saw the Formation Breaking Spirit Snake Needle, 

Zhao Hai couldn’t help but pause. He really wanted to acquire the needle. 

 

Actually, the best time for Zhao Hai to make a move was the moment Tang Jie commanded the 

Formation Breaking Spirit Snake Needle to attack the World of Cultivation’s stronghold. At that time, 

because of its massive momentum, Tang Jie would have a hard time stopping the needle. 

 

If Zhao Hai opened a spatial rift at that time, then the Formation Breaking Spirit Snake Needle would be 

sent to the Space. Once that happens, then the needle would be his. 

 

But after thinking about it, Zhao Hai gave up on this idea. It was too risky to do so. Not only would he 

inform everyone about his spatial abilities, he would also risk the exposure of the Space. In the end, 

Zhao Hai decided to not use this method in order to obtain the needle. 

 

Seeing the situation in the World of Cultivation’s stronghold, Zhao Hai decided to attack the Octopus 

Islands first. The World of Cultivation prepared for the battle, so they should be able to hold on for some 

time. 

 

When he thought of this, Zhao Hai looked at Laura and the others and said, “I’m going to attack Octopus 

Island first. All Undead at Transcending Tribulation Stage and Severed Soul Stage will participate. We 

can’t let anyone escape, especially the one from the Detective Race.” 

 

Laura and the others nodded. Zhao Hai smiled faintly and said, “This time, we need to be perfect. Once 

we clean up the Octopus Islands, we’ll turn around and help the World of Cultivation.” Then he vanished 

after he said that. 



 

The people who remained in the Octopus Islands weren’t a lot. And with Zhao Hai’s silent arrival, the 

people from the Hundred Treasures Realm weren’t able to notice. 

 

However, since the Hundred Treasures Realm was militarily-trained, the scouts quickly discovered Zhao 

Hai. When the word was passed on, everyone from the Hundred Treasures Realm grouped up. 

 

Zhao Hai didn’t move as he calmly observed the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm. These 

people weren’t very strong, only at the Transcending Tribulation Stage. It was clear that Tang Jie didn’t 

expect this place to be attacked, so he didn’t leave any Severed Soul Experts behind. 

 

With this, Zhao Hai wasn’t afraid. The people from the Hundred Treasures Realm encircled Zhao Hai, 

each one of them had a bad expression as they looked at him. 

 

Zhao Hai looked at these people before cupping his fist and introducing himself, “World of Cultivation’s 

Zhao Hai has seen the experts from the Hundred Treasures Realm.” 

 

As soon as they heard Zhao Hai, the expression of the people from the Hundred Treasures Real 

mchanged. Naturally, they knew who Zhao Hai was. Not a lot of people from the Ten-thousand Realm 

Battlefield were unaware of Zhao Hai’s name. 

 

It wasn’t hard for a Nascent Soul Expert who could control two large artifacts to become famous in the 

Ten-thousand Realm Battlefield. There were plenty of large artifacts in the battlefield like the Eight Cyan 

Imperial Chariots. However, these large artifacts all needed several people to control them. There’s 

almost nobody else like Zhao Hai who can control two large artifacts on his own. 

 

Besides this, the reason the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm knew about Zhao Hai was 

because he was the person who destroyed their plan. The loss of 1000 people was also directly related 

to Zhao Hai. 

 

Because of this, upon hearing Zhao Hai introduce himself, the people from the Hundred Treasures Real 

were shaken. One of them looked at Zhao Hai and said, “Zhao Hai, you actually dared to come here. 

However, do you have the strength to deal with 300 people?” 

 



Zhao Hai looked at the person as he smiled and said, “Of course not, I’m not that arrogant to think that I 

can take you all on my own.” After he said that, Zhao Hai pointed behind the people from the Hundred 

Treasures Realm. Without even turning their heads, the expressions of the people from the Hundred 

Treasures Realm changed. 

 

These people were experts, they didn’t need to turn their heads in order to see what’s behind them. 

Behind them were more than 2000 people. Most of them were at Transcending Tribulation Stage while 

some were at Severed Soul Stage. Most importantly, these were all Undead Experts. 

 

In the end, the leader of the group couldn’t help but turn behind him. This was because he just saw 

someone he knew among the Undead. 

 

Among the Undead that Zhao Hai took out, 1000 of them were from the Hundred Treasures Realm. The 

rest came from the Xu Race as well as a few people from other realms in the Ten-thousand Realm 

Battlefield. Zhao Hai took them all out this time just to make sure that everything went smoothly. 

 

The people from the Hundred Treasures Realm were quick to notice that these Undead were truly at the 

Transcending Tribulation Stage and the Severed Soul Stage. This was also the reason why they were in a 

daze. They couldn’t understand how these Undead were able to preserve their strength upon becoming 

Undead. Was this real? A bluff? 

 

Looking at the reaction of the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm, Zhao Hai smiled faintly and 

said, “This Zhao Hai is a Dark Mage, so making Undead is my strong point. The Undead that I make are 

able to preserve their original strength. Because of this, I didn’t dare take them out. If people knew 

about it, they wouldn’t be able to live another day. Since I took these Undead out right now, all of you 

should know what this means, right?” 

 

These people from the Hundred Treasures Realm weren’t fools, so they understood what Zhao Hai 

meant to say. Zhao Hai wanted to silence all witnesses. 

 

Then suddenly, a sound of a fight was heard. The people from the Hundred Treasures Realm used their 

spiritual force to find the commotion only to find out that the place where Xia Baichuan was in has been 

attacked. 

 



Xia Baichuan has been captured by the Undead, tied up like livestock. But since the people from the 

Hundred Treasures Realm were in the way towards Zhao Hai, the Undead stood in place. 

 

The leader of the group from the Hundred Treasures Realm looked at Zhao Hai and said, “You actually 

dared to make a move on the Detective Race? Aren’t you afraid of being targeted by them? You should 

know that a lot of realms owe favors from the Detective Race. There will be no place for you in the Ten-

thousand Realm Battlefield.” 

 

Zhao Hai gave out a radiant smile as he replied, “No place for me? Then let those from the Detective 

Race find me. Hahaha. Everyone, don’t look too highly upon the Detective Race. Do you really think that 

we fought with your first group in the Octopus Islands? To tell you the truth, what you saw in the 

recreation has been arranged by myself. But the Detective Race wasn’t able to look through that, didn’t 

they?” 

 

Upon hearing Zhao Hai, Xia Baichuan’s expression changed. This meant that Zhao Hai was able to set up 

a fake scenario and the Detective Race’s ability wasn’t able to find out. 

 

With this thought in mind, the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm couldn’t help but be anxious. 

If what they saw before was fake, then what else was false? 

 

Seeing everyone’s reaction, Zhao Hai smiled faintly and said, “Everyone, there’s no need to waste more 

time. I’ll have to be impolite.” Then Zhao Hai vanished from sight. The people from the Hundred 

Treasures Realm wanted to rush Zhao Hai, but they weren’t able to do it because he was already gone. 

 

On the other hand, the Undead attacked, starting the battle. Naturally, the Undead with the superiority 

in strength and numbers wouldn’t give the Hundred Treasures Realm any chances. Many of them knew 

the methods of the Hundred Treasures Realm, so they capitalized on this to tie their enemies down. It 

didn’t take long before the battle was finished. 

 

There were those who wanted to escape through the Highcloud Flying Shuttles. However, they were 

blocked by the Eight Cyan Imperial Chariots and then dealt with right after. 

 

Zhao Hai didn’t capture anyone. Everyone from the Hundred Treasures Realm and even Xia Baichuan’s 

weak self was turned into Undead. 

 



Zhao Hai couldn’t be blamed for being cruel. Here in the Ten-thousand Realm Battlefield, almost nobody 

surrendered in battle. These were Transcending Tribulation Experts, even Xia Baichuan was in the 

Nascent Soul Stage. It was useless to make them submit. If they were let out, they would just return to 

their realms. Therefore, it’s better to turn them into Undead rather than have a risky prisoner. At least 

the Undead had unwavering loyalty. 

 

After dealing with the situation, Zhao Hai immediately erased all traces of battle, making it look like 

there’s no battle that occurred. Even the Octopus Island’s guardian formation was kept up. Then after 

that, Zhao Hai returned to the Space. 

 

Zaoh Hai quickly entered the villa and asked about the state of the World of Cultivation’s stronghold. 

 

Laura shook her head and said, “It’s not doing very well. If the Immortal Stage Experts don’t make a 

move, then the World of Cultivation would certainly lose. Although preparations were made, the 

Hundred Treasures Realm have formation experts among them. Moreover, they grouped into 500-

people groups. As the matter stands, they have very strong fighting power. They also focus on breaking 

formations knowing that the World of Cultivation’s experts couldn’t stop them. Grandmaster Kong Miao 

also noticed this, so he’s grouping everyone in preparation for meeting the Hundred Treasures Realm 

head on.” 

 

 

Chapter 1445: Zhao Hai’s Plan 

Zhao Hai knit his brows and said, “The Giant Spirit Realm didn’t send any reinforcements? What are they 

thinking? Do they really plan to ignore the World of Cultivation?” 

 

It has been several hours since Yan Dong returned to the Giant Spirit Realm, it’s no wonder why Zhao 

Hai was angry. The situation of the World of Cultivation was certain, yet the Giant Spirit Realm still 

hasn’t sent any reinforcements. Something wrong should have happened. 

 

Laura shook her head and said, “The Giant Spirit Realm might not believe the reports we sent them. 

Otherwise, they wouldn’t have sent a few people in the beginning. However, I think that Yan Dong is on 

our side. As long as Yan Dong believes us, reinforcements should arrive soon.” 

 

Zhao Hai coldly snorted and said, “I’m afraid the World of Cultivation would only be left with a few 

people when they arrive.” 



 

Laura sighed and said, “We can’t do anything about it. However, just now I saw someone from the Giant 

Spirit Realm leaving through the transmission formation. They should be heading back to ask for 

reinforcements.” 

 

Zhao Hai nodded, “That’s good. I think it’s time for me to enter the fight. I can’t allow the World of 

Cultivation to lose a lot of people. Or else it would disrupt our future plans.” 

 

Although Zhao Hai said that he was going to enter the fight, he didn’t actually move immediately. 

Instead, he looked at the five teams from the Hundred Treasures Realm and then turned to Lizzy and 

asked, “Lizzy, which team do you think we should attack first.” 

 

Without even thinking, Lizzy pointed towards one team and said, “This team!” Zhao Hai looked and 

immediately understood Lizzy’s decision. This was because this team was active outside the mountain 

stronghold. The other teams had already entered the mines. Although the mines of the stronghold were 

both large and small, some of them weren’t compatible with Zhao Hai’s fighting method. However, the 

team outside the mountain was different. Zhao Hai can use prowess on these people. 

 

Zhao Hai nodded and said, “Good, then I’m going.” His figure vanished from the Space and reappeared 

outside the World of Cultivation’s stronghold. From a distance, he could already see the group from the 

Hundred Treasures Realm. At this time, they had been entangled by the Xu Race. The Xu Race weren’t 

commanded by Kong Miao, but they worked hard because they knew very well what would happen to 

them the moment they allied with the World of Cultivation. The people from the Hundred Treasures 

Realm certainly wouldn’t let them off. So instead of waiting for death, they might as well fight. 

 

Engrained deep inside the bones of the Xu Race was their bandit lifestyle. If they could find a ray of 

survival, then they would do anything to get it, including surrendering to their enemy. However, if they 

find that their last ray of hope was gone and they were left with the choices of kill or be killed, the 

fierceness of their blood would come out and they would fight desperately against the enemy. 

 

This was the case with the Xu Race right now. In their minds, they weren’t going to survive anyway, so 

they might as well fight to the last man. This made the attacks of the Xu Race much fiercer. Additionally, 

they could use more artifacts than average practitioners. This allowed them to tie down the team from 

the Hundred Treasures Realm. 

 



At this moment, both sides were suddenly hit by an impulse feeling. The two were still facing each 

other, but their spiritual force was directed behind the team from the Hundred Treasure Realm. 

 

What they saw made the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm’s complexion changed. This was 

because they could see a silver-white ship going straight towards them. But what made them afraid was 

the presence of three Eight Cyan Imperial Chariots beside the ship. 

 

With four large artifacts barging towards them, the visual impact to the people from the Hundred 

Treasure Realm caused their hearts to tremble. The people from the Hundred Treasures Realm who had 

undergone countless battles suddenly found themselves absent-minded. 

 

However, they wouldn’t just stare blankly like. After blanking out for a moment, they immediately 

reacted. Someone from the Hundred Treasures Realm loudly commanded, “Last three teams, turn back 

and block the enemy!” The last three rows of the formation turned around and met with Zhao Hai. At 

the same time, the three teams took out their artifacts. But instead of their small artifacts, what they 

took out were three Highcloud Flying Shuttles! 

 

The Highcloud Flying Shuttle couldn’t only be used for fast travel. It could also be used to fight. But since 

it’s main use was for transportation, and the fact that it was small, these flying shuttles were rarely used 

to fight. 

 

But in the face of four large artifacts, the teams from the Hundred Treasures Realm didn’t have anything 

other than the shuttles. After all, the ramming strength of four large artifacts couldn’t be looked down 

on. 

 

Large artifacts are a headache because of their size. If you use a smaller artifact to deal with them, even 

if you manage to pierce them, this doesn’t guarantee that they would stop. Moreover, with how might 

they are, a damage to a small area wouldn’t affect anything at all. 

 

Since the Hundred Treasures Realm preferred small artifacts, it was impossible for them to use their 

weapons to block large artifacts. In the end, they could only take out the Highcloud Flying Shuttles. 

 

Although Highcloud Flying Shuttles weren’t specifically used for battle, they still had offensive strength. 

Additionally, the flying shuttles were much larger than the usual artifacts that the Hundred Treasures 

Realm use. At the same time, they were also stronger than Zhao Hai. Even if Zhao Hai was strong, he was 



still one person. On the other hand, the Hundred Treasures Realm had three teams controlling three 

Highcloud Flying Shuttles. 

 

However, these people forgot what they saw back in the Octopus Islands when Xia Baichuan 

reconstructed the scene. Zhao Hai used the Hell King’s Ship to face the three Eight Cyan Imperial 

Chariots. It must be known that the Eight Cyan Imperial Chariots needed ten people each to control. 

Despite being alone, Zhao Hai was able to deal with 30. And now, there’s only 15 of them, how could 

they possibly win? 

 

But because of how sudden the attack was, nobody from the Hundred Treasures Realm were able to 

think of this. Before long, Zhao Hai’s Hell King’s ship and the three Eight Cyan Imperial Chariots crashed 

into the three Highcloud Flying Shuttles. 

 

Boom! Boom! Boom! Creak! Creak! Creak! Three loud noises of impact were heard followed by sounds 

of destruction. The three Highcloud Flying Shuttles were thrown back, parts of them were thrown out. 

 

As for the people inside the shuttles, they all vomited blood. Fortunately they were able to retreat in 

time or else they would have died. 

 

After clashing with the Highcloud Flying Shuttles, Zhao Hai didn’t stop and proceeded towards the main 

group. This caused the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm to be in a flurry. Everyone took out 

their magic artifacts and attacked the Hell King’s ship and the Eight Cyan Imperial Chariots. 

 

However, they still underestimated the ability of Liquid Silver. It was as soft as flowing water and as hard 

as steel. Because of this, the weapons of the Hundred Treasures Realm weren’t able to break the Hell 

King’s ship and the Eight Cyan Imperial Chariots. But because of the sheer volume of artifacts that 

attacked, the momentum of the Hell King’s ship and the Eight Cyan Imperial Chariots was stopped. 

 

Seeing this happen, the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm couldn’t help but rejoice. They knew 

that they won the collision. Now that the momentum of the large artifacts is gone, their weak point 

should be exposed. Large artifacts were slow and had little agility. For them, this was an opportunity to 

restrain the large artifacts. 

 

As for Zhao Hai, he looked like he was struggling to retrieve the Hell King’s ship and the Eight Cyan 

Imperial Chariots. Seeing this, the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm rushed over to attack him. 



 

However, the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm failed to see the sly expression on Zhao Hai’s 

face. When these people rushed over, Zhao Hai waved his hand causing the Eight Cyan Imperial Chariots 

to vanish. Then the Hell King’s ship transformed into a large lotus flower. The petals of the lotus flower 

were huge, protecting Zhao Hai inside. On the tip of each petal was a little bell. These bells emitted 

sound attacks while flying swords appeared outside the lotus flower. 

 

Then Zhao Hai waved his hand once more, causing the Eight Cyan Imperial Chariots to appear behind 

the people who were facing the Xu Race, overturning the current situation. 

 

Zhao Hai’s move was out of the Hundred Treasures Realm’s expectations. In their minds, Zhao Hai was 

trapped and surrounded, waiting to be killed. They didn’t expect Zhao Hai to still have so many moves, 

dragging them over and assaulting those left behind to fight the Xu Race. 

 

Seeing this happen, the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm rushed in order to reinforce their 

companions. There were also others who decided to attack Zhao Hai. In their minds, as long as Zhao Hai 

was dealt with, all of these problems would be solved. 

 

Then at this moment, 12 metal beasts appeared beside Zhao Hai. The moment these metal beasts 

appeared, they immediately threw themselves towards the Hundred Treasures Realm. These metal 

beasts were more agile than the Hell King’s ship and the Eight Cyan Imperial Chariots. Moreover, their 

offensive strength was extraordinary. There’s also the flying swords gathered around Zhao Hai. This 

stopped the Hundred Treasures Realm from approaching Zhao Hai. 

 

Zhao Hai wasn’t so arrogant to think that he alone would be able to deal with these people without the 

help of the Undead. The people from the Hundred Treasures Realm were very strong, so it was 

impossible for him to kill all these people. Because of this, what he needed to do was to tie them down 

while causing chaos to their lines. At the same time, he would also lend the Xu Race a hand. 

 

 

Chapter 1446: Guerilla Tactics 

Zhao Hai made the correct decision. Releasing the flying swords and metal beasts tied down the people 

coming after him. Meanwhile, the three Eight Cyan Imperial Chariots continued on their charge and 

smashed into the people that were fighting the Xu Race. These people didn’t expect Zhao Hai’s attack to 

come their way. They always thought that he would be blocked by the others. Because of this, they 



weren’t prepared for this attack. This caused the impact of the Eight Cyan Imperial Chariots to break 

their formation. 

 

The Xu Race also noticed that Zhao Hai brough large artifacts to the battle. They immediately reinforced 

their offensive. They wouldn’t let go of the opportunity to attack while the Hundred Treasures Realm’s 

line was in chaos. 

 

Once the Xu Race strengthened their attack, the Hundred Treasures Realm could no longer stop them. 

With their chaotic lineup, they weren’t able to form an effective defense. And with the Xu Race’s 

numerical advantage, it became impossible for the Hundred Treasures Realm to stop them. 

 

However, even if the formation of the Hundred Treasures Realm appeared chaotic, it wasn’t to a severe 

extent. Instead, they used this chaos to slowly surround Zhao Hai. 

 

It wasn’t only Zhao Hai who noticed this, the Xu Race could see it as well. The Xu Race’s leader 

immediately issued an order to speed up in order to meet with Zhao Hai as soon as possible. 

 

When Zhao Hai noticed this, he put away the lotus as well as the Eight Cyan Imperial Chariots. After that, 

the flying swords that he released decreased in size and turned into small needles. Although the swords 

became smaller, their power didn’t decrease. Additionally, it became harder to deal with them because 

of their number. 

 

It was important to note that recently Zhao Hai discovered that he could arrange an even bigger Stellar 

Transformations Sword Formation. It must be known due to their size, there were more needles 

compared to flying swords. With how the needles had been used extensively to explore the world, Zhao 

Hai’s control over them had reached a very high degree. 

 

The people from the Hundred Treasures Realm discovered that they had kicked an iron plate this time. 

They gained their fame by using small artifacts. With their formidable offensive strength, people found it 

hard to defend against them. 

 

However, there weren’t a lot of people from the Hundred Treasures Realm who used needles as their 

artifacts. This was caused by several factors. One of which was the fact that needles were just too small. 

Another was that forging good needles was difficult. 

 



And because of how small flying needles were, their lethality was inferior to other bigger artifacts. 

Although a large number of needles was powerful, it also consumed a lot of spiritual force to control. 

With the amount of spiritual force an average practitioner could use, they wouldn’t be able to control a 

lot of needles. 

 

Lastly, because of their size, making powerful needle artifacts would need high-grade materials as well 

as formidable refining methods. However, even high-grade realms like the Hundred Treasures Realm 

lacked these materials. 

 

For these reasons, flying needles didn’t become mainstream weapons in the Hundred Treasures Realm. 

Although there were still those who used them, they only numbered a few. Moreover, these people 

didn’t use flying needles as their main weapon. Instead, they use it for making sneak attacks on the 

enemy. 

 

On the other hand, Zhao Hai’s flying needles were numerous and lethal. And with them being made out 

of Liquid Silver, their tenacity was assured. They were very malleable as well, able to b;ecome as soft as 

silk. Destroying these needles would be close to impossible. 

 

Because of Zhao Hai’s change in method, the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm couldn’t help 

but panic. Several people were stabbed by the flying needles, losing combat effectiveness and 

eventually dying to the assault. 

 

Naturally, Zhao Hai wouldn’t be polite as he took the corpses in and turned them into Undead. However, 

he didn’t make these Undead enter the battle. 

 

This development helped the Xu Race strengthen their position against the Hundred Treasures Realm. It 

didn’t take long before they were also beginning to kill their enemies. 

 

However, Zhao Hai has to admit that he underestimated the willpower of the Hundred Treasures Realm. 

Among the 500 people in this group, 100 of them had already been killed. Despite losing a fifth of their 

numbers, there were no signs that the group would collapse. They still resisted with all their strength. 

 

What Zhao Hai didn’t know was that people from high-grade realms were very hard to subjugate. This 

was because these people were very proud. Due to their pride, a defeat in the hands of the World of 



Cultivation would be shameful. Even if they escaped with their lives, they would no longer be able to lift 

their heads. Because of this, they went all out in resisting. They would rather die in battle than retreat. 

 

Since they had no intentions of retreating, Zhao Hai killed his way through their numbers. However, he 

didn’t use any Buddhist Techniques. He was afraid that the Hundred Treasures Realm might see the faith 

power contained in each technique. 

 

But even if Zhao Hai didn’t use his Buddhist Techniques, his offense was still formidable. He has the 12 

metal beasts and silver needles. Even if the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm were getting 

used to the needles, they still weren’t able to form a large-scale resistance against it. This was largely 

due to the metal beasts. As long as people began to group up, the 12 metal beasts would immediately 

attack them, destroying their formation. 

 

The Xu Race didn’t idle as well as they continued their assault on the people from the Hundred 

Treasures Realm. It must be said that only around 100 people were tied down by Zhao Hai. This was 

Zhao Hai’s limit with the help of the metal beasts. 

 

Even with this, the Xu Race was still able to recover their momentum. There were about 1000 Xu Race 

members present. If they were against 500 people from the Hundred Treasures Realm, then they might 

be pushed back. But with Zhao Hai causing chaos, eliminating a hundred people and tying down a 

hundred more, the remaining group weren’t no longer holding any advantageous position against the Xu 

Race. Before long, the Xu Race gained the upper hand and began cutting down their enemies. 

 

Although Zhao Hai was continuously fighting against the Hundred Treasures Realm, he was also paying 

attention to the situation of the others. If there were people who couldn’t defend, then he would try to 

lend them a hand. In any case, then with how many they were, the Xu Race could still deal with the 

Hundred Treasures Realm on their own. 

 

But after looking, Zhao Hai discovered the situation was good. Although the Hundred Treasures Realm 

was strong, they were still unfamiliar with the environment. The World of Cultivation’s stronghold was 

originally an abandoned mine with numerous tunnels dug into it. There were also the years of 

development that the World of Cultivation did to it. These tunnels might be destroyed and the 

formations broken, but what the Hundred Treasures Realm had a hard time dealing with were the spirit 

formations. 

 



These spirit formations weren’t formations that isolated spiritual qi, instead it prevented the use of 

spiritual force. This was a method the World of Cultivation learned from the Bug Race. The Bug Race 

used their saliva in order to cover their tunnels with a spiritual force-blocking layer. 

 

The World of Cultivation didn’t have a lot of things like the Bug Race saliva, so they can only install the 

tunnels with these spirit formations, allowing the tunnels to block the use of spiritual force. 

 

However, this wasn’t a task that can be finished in a day or two. So this became a consistent task for the 

stronghold. By this point, all of the stronghold’s tunnels were engraved with spirit formations. This 

caused headaches to the Hundred Treasures Realm. 

 

Because of the spirit formations, the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm couldn’t sense the 

World of Cultivation. Therefore, they can only scour each tunnel one by one. But since the stronghold 

was very big, it had a large number of tunnels that made it a honeycomb. Wanting to scour these 

tunnels in order to find the Xu Race and the World of Cultivation was very difficult. 

 

Kong Miao initially wanted to group everyone and fight a decisive battle. But he quickly discovered that 

he couldn’t do this. The people from the Hundred Treasures Realm separated themselves into groups of 

500 people. A hundred people already made the tunnels a bit crowded. If he gathered everyone to fight, 

then he wouldn’t be able to use numbers to his advantage. In the end, they would be eaten by the 

Hundred Treasures Realm bit by bit. Fighting one big decisive battle wouldn’t work. 

 

Since fighting a large battle was impossible, then there’s only one other method they could use. After 

discussing with the Xu Race, combat formations were spread out into more tunnels. Once the Hundred 

Treasures Realm fall into them, then they would be ambushed. This would buy the World of Cultivation 

some time. 

 

Kong Miao understood that they needed to fight a protracted battle right now and wait for the 

reinforcements from the Giant Spirit Realm. As long as the Giant Spirit Realm’s reinforcements arrive, 

they would no longer be in danger. He also believes that the reinforcements would arrive. This was 

because it was the Hundred Treasures Realm who attacked. They didn’t send a lot of people before 

because they didn’t believe that the Hundred Treasures Realm would attack the World of Cultivation. 

But now that people from the Giant Spirit Realm were the ones asking for reinforcements, their realm 

would certainly send people. 

 



Kong Miao’s approach was very effective. Now, the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm couldn’t 

see any shadows of the World of Cultivation and the Xu Race. The only thing they could so now was 

break formations after formations. 

 

Kong Miao also came up with another plan. When they set up formation, they would also include a small 

alarm formation inside. As soon as the formation was broken, the alarm formation would alert the 

people who arranged the formation. This was, Kong Miao and the others had a grasp on the location of 

the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm. 

 

Knowing the location of the Hundred Treasures Realm through this method demonstrated Kong Miao’s 

talent. However, this didn’t stop at knowing the whereabouts of the Hundred Treasures Realm. Once 

they knew where their opponents were, Kong Miao and the others would take advantage of the terrain 

and then arrange more formations behind the Hundred Treasures realm. This way, even if the Hundred 

Treasures Realm were to break formations along their way, they would still be trapped inside numerous 

amounts of formations. 

 

This can be considered guerilla tactics. In fact, it wasn’t Kong Miao who thought of this approach. 

Instead, it was the Xu Race who proposed it. Kong Miao was prideful and didn’t want to use this 

method. But after thinking it through, he discovered that this method was the most suitable for their 

current situation. 

 

Despite his pride, Kong Miao wasn’t an inflexible person. In the end, he agreed to this method and 

began sending people to lure the Hundred Treasures Realm into regions where they would be tied 

down. This way, they can delay as much time as possible. 

 

Seeing Kong Miao and the others use this method effectively, Zhao Hai couldn’t help but give them an 

approving nod. Now, he focused on dealing with the group in front of him. 

 

On the other hand, Zhao Hai felt disappointed at the Giant Spirit Realm. It had already been two hours 

since someone went back to ask for reinforcements. However, there had yet to be anyone coming over. 

 

Although Zhao Hai didn’t know how much tribute the World of Cultivation gave the Giant Spirit Realm 

each year, he was sure that they weren’t lacking. They provided the Giant Realm with respect in return 

for protection. But now that the World of Cultivation was being attacked, by the enemy of the Giant 

Spirit Realm no less, the Giant Spirit Realm was actually late in sending help. This was unreasonable for 

Zhao Hai. 



 

However, Zhao Hai could do nothing about it right now. So he could only deal with the situation in front 

of him. He’ll clean this first group for now before going into the tunnels and dealing with the groups 

there. 

 

By this point, the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm that fought against the Xu Race numbered 

less than 300. Almost half of the original number had perished. Those who remained were beginning to 

lose strength in defending. They tried to get away from Zhao Hai’s entanglement time and time again, 

but they still failed. 

 

And how could Zhao Hai let them go. For Zhao Hai these people were potential manpower. As long as he 

turned them into Undead, not only would his strength increase, he could also obtain a lot of faith 

power. This was what attracted Zhao Hai the most. 

 

At the same time, the Xu Race began to be excited as they cut down the Hundred Treasures Realm. The 

Xu Race had been chased all over the Ten-thousand Realm Battlefield. No high-grade realm took a liking 

to them. Even if they offer tribute, they would be turned away. This caused the Xu Race to be resentful 

towards the high-grade realms. 

 

But even if they had grievances, the Xu Race couldn’t do anything to these high-grade realms. A simple 

action of these high-grade realms was enough to erase the Xu Race. Because of this, the Xu Race could 

only endure. 

 

This time, they were allowed to vent their grievances. It was also their dream to beat down people from 

high-grade realms. Now, this dream has been realized. It’s no wonder that each one of them were very 

excited. 

 

 

Chapter 1447: Stall! 

People have innate hatred for those who had more than them. This was true for those who suffered 

from poverty or unfairness. Seeing people who had something they wanted, people would naturally be 

jealous. This mentality existed anywhere. Naturally, it’s also present in the Ten-thousand Realm 

Battlefield. 

 



Although the law of the jungle preyed on vegetarians, this was the Ten-thousand Realm Battlefield, after 

all. Those who came here were experts and elites among their people. They weren’t mindless beasts. 

They may respect the law of the jungle, but this only applies if they have no strength. Once they get 

strong enough, they would make their own laws to benefit themselves. They would no longer depend 

on the instinct of beasts. 

 

Because of this, people in the Ten-thousand Realm Battlefield had a deep hatred towards those above 

them. This was especially true for the Xu Race. Their bandit lifestyle was looked down on in the 

battlefield. Back when the Xu Race were looking for backers, those high-grade realms didn’t receive 

them and directly drove them away. They can’t even offer any gifts. 

 

For the Xu Race, it doesn’t matter if their gift was accepted or not. What affected them the most was 

the fact that they were being looked down on, hurting their dignity. 

 

Despite being bandits, the Xu Race were still able to live well. What are bandits? They were people who 

wanted profits while not suffering any losses. They adapted to any situation with realistic thoughts. They 

were people who understood what needed to be done. 

 

The Xu Race knew that they couldn’t offend these huge powers, so even if they were insulted, they 

didn’t express their dissatisfaction. Conversely, when they saw these people from high-grade realms, 

they took the long way around. Because of how careful the Xu Race was, these large realms haven’t 

made a move on them. 

 

The Xu Race endured, but this didn’t mean that they forgot. Just the opposite, they always wanted to 

retaliate against these people. 

 

Unfortunately for them, they didn’t have any opportunities to do so. High-grade Realms were just too 

powerful. The Xu Race can only dream. 

 

And this time, they had completely torn the face of the Hundred Treasures Realm. The Xu Race also no 

longer had any room to move in. If they don’t resist, then they would only perish. So why should they 

pull back any punches? 

 



Because of this idea, the Xu Race went all out against the Hundred Treasures Realm. Zhao Hai’s arrival 

and success made the Xu Race see the possibility of defeating the people from the Hundred Treasures 

Realm. 

 

Zhao Hai was just too strong. When he appeared, he attracted the attention of the Hundred Treasures 

Realm. This allowed the Xu Race to calmly deal with their opponents and take hold of the upper hand. 

The Xu Race felt extremely grateful towards Zhao Hai. 

 

The people from the Hundred Treasures Realm also discovered that this couldn’t go on. If things 

continued this way, then they wouldn’t be able to survive in the end. 

 

If they wanted to re-organize themselves, then they would be separated by the metal beasts. It was 

simply impossible for them to fight the Xu Race and Zhao Hai in this state. 

 

Although their discovery about their predicament came late, the leader of the Hundred Treasures Realm 

group made adjustments. His move was also very special. He had everyone slowly retreat into the 

tunnels. 

 

Naturally, they discovered that an open area wasn’t good for fighting against Zhao Hai. Zhao Hai’s large 

artifacts were causing heavy damage to their numbers. 

 

But if they drew back into the tunnels, then Zhao Hai wouldn’t be able to effectively use his large 

artifacts. Moreover, with a narrow and small space, the numerical advantage of the Xu Race would be 

minimized. 

 

Zhao Hai also discovered the intention of the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm. He didn’t help 

the Xu Race in blocking their plan. After all, as long as they enter the tunnels, they would be inside a 

huge maze. When the time comes, Zhao Hai can deal with them bit by bit. 

 

The Xu Race also discovered the plan of their opponent. They wanted to prevent them but they didn’t 

have the strength to do so. The people from the Hundred Treasures Realm moved quickly. Their 

commander led the way while the others followed in an unexpectedly unified manner. The Xu Race 

simply weren’t given any time to prevent them. 

 



Before long, the group from the Hundred Treasures Realm managed to enter the mines. As for the Xu 

Race, they didn’t actually give chase. They don’t fully understand the situation in the tunnels, going after 

their opponents was just courting death. 

 

The Xu Race people began receiving their artifacts and then gathering around Zhao Hai. When Zhao Hai 

saw these people, he couldn’t help but be stunned. But he immediately understood what these people 

wanted. They wanted him to lead them. 

 

Zhao Hai also received his artifacts. Then the leader of the Xu Race group stepped forward and bowed 

towards Zhao Hai and said, “We have seen Mister Zhao Hai. Thank you for helping us.” 

 

Zhao Hai smiled faintly and said, “You’re welcome. We’re allies, we should be helping each other. 

Everyone, I think we should head in and help the others. What do you think?” 

 

The Xu Race representative smiled bitterly when he heard this and said, “Mister, it’s not that we don’t 

want to help, but as you can see we aren’t familiar with the tunnels. If we went, then we would just be 

ambushed by the Hundred Treasure Realm. Therefore, we came to Mister for advice.” 

 

Zhao Hai nodded, “Alright, then I’ll have everyone follow behind me. However, please stay close and 

listen to my commands. Are you alright with that?” 

 

Nobody opposed Zhao Hai’s decision. Everyone smiled and bowed as their leader said, “We’ll be 

depending on Mister Zhao Hai.” 

 

Zhao Hai nodded and said, “Then I ask everyone to follow me.” After he said that, he flew towards the 

mine. The mine had countless tunnels dug into it. Zhao Hai was also aware that most tunnels in the 

mines were covered with formations, one of which would inform Kong Miao and the others that the 

formations had been broken. However, when this happens, Kong Miao and the others wouldn’t know 

that it was Zhao Hai’s group that broke it but instead the Hundred Treasures Realm. 

 

At the same time, there were also tunnels that had no formations in them. These tunnels were located 

in very remote areas of the mine where most people wouldn’t notice it. Only people from the World of 

Cultivation who were familiar with the terrain would know. 

 



Zhao Hai led everyone into one of the tunnels. However, this didn’t mean that entering the tunnels was 

easy. There were countless traps in the mine, cleverly designed traps that would only leave a little area 

for passage. 

 

Not to say these people, even Zhao Hai hadn’t spent a long time in the stronghold. However, although 

the stronghold wasn’t small, Zhao Hai still has the silver needles to scout ahead. 

 

Moreover, when the battle started, Zhao Hai was constantly monitoring the stronghold’s situation. He 

also saw Kong Miao and the others arranging the formations in the tunnel. 

 

After leading the Xu Race into the mines, Zhao Hai carefully moved forward. The Xu Race followed from 

behind in a line. The group moved like a large snake as they slowly advanced forward. 

 

In about half an hour, Zhao Hai and the others were able to enter the mines completely. However, Zhao 

Hai was still very careful. There were traps everywhere in mine. He didn’t want to step on something. It 

would be bad if there were any misunderstandings that come up. 

 

At the same time, Zhao Hai was monitoring the Hundred Treasures Realm. The people from the Hundred 

Treasures Realm who were forced into the mines by Zhao hai were also very careful. When they entered 

the mines, they immediately set up offensive formations thinking that Zhao Hai would lead the Xu Race 

in to chase. When that happens, they would be able to deal a heavy blow to Zhao Hai. However, they 

didn’t think Zhao Hai would lead the Xu Race away. 

 

Although they saw that Zhao Hai and the others were gone, the people from the Hundred Treasures 

Realm didn’t dare come out. They were afraid of Zhao Hai. At the same time, they were afraid that Zhao 

Hai and the others were laying an ambush outside. 

 

In their minds, they can ambush Zhao Hai inside the mines while Zhao Hai was staging an ambush 

outside. If they got out and fell into Zhao Hai’s trap, then they would be finished. 

 

In the end, the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm gritted their teeth and went further deep into 

the mines. They would rather break formations than face Zhao Hai in battle. 

 



Because he saw the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm entering deeper into the mines, Zhao Hai 

decided to lead the Xu Race in. His speed wasn’t quick, but this allowed him to dodge the formations 

along the way. However, his speed was still quicker compared to those from the Hundred Treasures 

Realm. 

 

After one hour, Zhao Hai was finally able to reach Kong Miao’s location. Kong Miao and the others were 

currently occupying a large tunnel as a command post. At this point, the people from the World of 

Cultivation and the Xu Race had scattered around the mines. They set up magic formations behind the 

Hundred Treasures Realm. Because they had different formations, the World of Cultivation and the Xu 

Race alternated from time to time in order to cause more trouble for the Hundred Treasures Realm. 

 

Besides arranging formations, these people were luring the Hundred Treasures Realm. This was to 

ensure that they wouldn’t go to places where they shouldn’t be. 

 

This mine was the World of Cultivation’s stronghold, there were still many places that couldn’t be shown 

to others, let alone destroyed. Although this cannot be avoided because of the presence of the Hundred 

Treasures Realm, at least they needed to reduce the damage. Therefore, Kong Miao and the others led 

the Hundred Treasures Realm all around the mines to. This also delays time as well as exhaust the 

Hundred Treasures Realm. 

 

 

Chapter 1448: Breaking One Finger Is Better Than Hurting Ten 

The people from the World of Cultivation weren’t idiots. They knew that relying on themselves was 

much better than relying on others. Therefore, Kong Miao and the others already had this in mind when 

they went against the Hundred Treasures Realm. Despite doing their best, they also left themselves a 

way out. 

 

Because of their careful approach, Kong Miao made sure to protect the transmission formations while 

attacking the people from Hundred Treasures Realm. They knew that when absolutely necessary, they 

would have to retreat into the World of Cultivation. 

 

Kong Miao was an ambitious person, so he also wanted to drive the Hundred Treasures Realm away. He 

wanted the World of Cultivation to become stronger and become a powerhouse in the Ten-thousand 

Realm Battlefield. But in order to achieve this, they would need a lot of time. 

 



To be honest, Kong Miao was feeling disappointed at the Giant Spirit Realm. It has already been several 

hours since Yan Dong entered the transmission formation. And it has been roughly three hours since 

they asked for reinforcements. In such a long time, the reinforcements from the Giant Spirit Realm 

should have arrived. However, not a shadow of help was seen from the Giant Spirit Realm. In this case, 

Kong Miao could only prioritize the World of Cultivation. 

 

The Giant Spirit Realm and the Hundred Treasures Realm had been enemies for many years. But if the 

Giant Spirit Realm intends to sacrifice the World of Cultivation in order to paralyze the Hundred 

Treasures Realm, then that wouldn’t be impossible. 

 

Because of this, Kong Maio accepted the opinion of the people from the Xu Race and used guerilla 

tactics in order to deal with the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm. 

 

Although the tactic has been effective thus far, it wouldn’t be able to hold off the Hundred Treasures 

Realm forever. The Hundred Treasures Realm has been constantly increasing the number of tunnels in 

their hands. Despite the magic formations and the distractions, they were still able to expand their hold 

in the mines. 

 

One shouldn’t underestimate the Hundred Treasures Realm. The Hundred Treasures Realm had been 

very careful. With every step they make, they would leave some marks and would sometimes draw 

something on the ground. Although guerilla tactics had some effects, it wouldn’t be able to slow down 

the progress of the Hundred Treasures Realm. After all, it was impossible for the people from the 

Hundred Treasures Realm to go around in circles forever. 

 

Kong Miao frowned as he looked at the map in front of him. This map was an artifact that was made by 

the World of Cultivation back when they made the stronghold. This artifact can show the enemies that 

entered the mines as well as their current actions. 

 

At this time, there were five red lines that seized a part of the map. Moreover, the area they held was 

increasing at a slow but constant speed. 

 

What attracted Kong Miao’s attention the most at this time was a new group appearing near the 

entrance of the mine. Although the tunnels had been passed by the Hundred Treasures Realm before, 

they were currently trapped by a formation set-up by the World of Cultivation. From that time, they 

didn’t leave the mine. In other words, there was a new invader in the mines. 

 



This caused a headache for Kong Miao. If the Hundred Treasures Realm increased their troops, then the 

World of Cultivation would face even more trouble. 

 

Just as Kong Miao was feeling uncomfortable about the situation, a monk suddenly came in and 

reported, “Senior Brother, Mister Zhao Hai is here!” 

 

Kong Miao couldn’t help but stare when he heard the monk. Then his expression lit up as he said, “Invite 

him in quickly!” The monk nodded before turning around and leaving. 

 

Kong Miao wasn’t the only person in the room. Xu ning, Jianyi, and Xu Wuzun were also with him. They 

also heard the monk’s words and couldn’t help but look at the room’s entrance. They wanted to meet 

Zhao Hai who brought repeated miracles along with him. 

 

When people fall into the water, even if there’s only a thin string, they would still grab it. This was 

because they hoped that it would save their life. Now, Zhao Hai was like this. He was the string Kong 

Miao and the others hope to save their lives. 

 

Before long, Zhao Hai entered the tunnel. Upon entering, Zhao Hai immediately gave Kong Miao and the 

others a salute. He knew the current state of the entire mine, but he still had to give his respects to 

these people. 

 

Kong Miao welcomed Zhao Hai in as he said, “Little Hai, when did you come back? How did you find us?” 

 

Zhao Hai smiled faintly and said, “Coming home and not even finding the door is shameful. Right, when I 

returned, I met the people from the Xu Race who were fighting against a group from the Hundred 

Treasures Realm. In the end, we worked together and managed to kill 300 people from the Hundred 

Treasures Realm. I’ve led them in here and they’re now waiting outside.” 

 

Hearing Zhao Hai, everyone inside the tunnel was happy. Without waiting for Kong Miao to respond, Xu 

Ning interjected, “You actually managed to kill 300 people from the Hundred Treasures Realm?” 

 

Zhao Hai nodded and said, “It should be about 300 people. They have more than 500 in the group. In the 

end, they can only retreat into the mines. There’s only about 200 of them left.” 

 



Xu Ning laughed and said, “Good, that’s fantastic. Little Hai, I must thank you. I was anxious about the 

group outside since they don’t have a proper commander. It’s great that you were able to lead them 

back here.” 

 

Kong Miao’s expression also showed his excitement, then he said, “Alright, this is another great 

contribution by Little Hai. Come, take a seat. I’ll brief you on the current situation.” 

 

After that, Zhao Hai was led to the side of the table where the map was. To be honest, Zhao Hai didn’t 

notice this map before. And now, he couldn’t help but look at it. 

 

Kong Miao explained, “This is a map made by the seniors from the World of Cultivation. It took more 

than a hundred years to make it. It can be said that the entire mine is now part of a large magic 

formation. And this map is the center of the formation.” 

 

Zhao Hai looked at Kong Miao with an expression of shock. He was truly startled. He didn’t expect the 

World of Cultivation to have such a treasure. 

 

Kong Miao pointed with his hand and said, “You see those five red lines? They are the people from the 

Hundred Treasures Realm. We’ve been doing well in keeping them in region three, but they are now 

beginning to expand their area bit by bit. If they manage to find the transmission formations, then we 

would be in trouble.” 

 

Zhao hai looked at the map. Everything was well represented. It was divided into five regions with region 

3 currently on the outermost part of the map. At the center of the map was a blank space representing 

the restricted area. Naturally, the World of Cultivation didn’t want the Xu Race to know about the 

topography of the restricted area. 

 

Beside the restricted area were the four tunnels that contained the transmission formations. Each 

tunnel was huge and each held the most important transmission formations of the stronghold. 

 

Around the place where the transmission formations were and the restricted area were regions 1, 2, 4, 

and 5. These regions protected the center region. If the entire mine was a hammer, region three would 

be the shaft while the rest were its head. 

 



Zhao Hai looked towards region three where the red lines of the Hundred Treasures Realm were. They 

were slowly heading out of the region. It’s clear that they had discovered Kong Miao’s plan and were 

thinking of ways to get out of it. 

 

Zhao Hai gave a slight frown as he said, “Grandmaster, do we know when the reinforcements from the 

Giant Spirit Realm would arrive?” 

 

As soon as Zhao Hai said these words, everyone in the tunnel turned towards Kong Miao. Kong Miao 

sighed and said, “I don’t know yet. There had been no news since Yan Dong went back. There’s also no 

news from those who went back to ask for help. However, the 48 people who remained are still here 

and are helping attack the Hundred Treasures Realm.” 

 

Zhao Hai signed, showing his dissatisfaction. Then he returned to looking at the map as he said, “What 

we need to do right now is to whittle down the numbers of the Hundred Treasures Realm as much as 

possible. They are now divided into five teams with 500 people each. One of them has already been 

dealt with and reduced to 200. That group is no longer a threat. Now we have four groups left to take 

care of. How heavy are their losses?” 

 

Kong Miao smiled bitterly and said, “Their losses aren’t great. After all, those formations don’t fight 

back. It’s almost impossible to use those formations to cause heavy damage. Each team should have lost 

30 or so people.” 

 

Zhao Hai nodded and said, “That’s still good. The commander of the Hundred Treasures Realm is good. 

He knows that having a lot of people is useless in the tunnels, so he divided his army into five. We might 

have constrained them with the formations, but formations can only do so much. We should light them 

a fire to deal with.” 

 

Kong Miao looked at Zhao Hai and said, “How so?” 

 

Zhao Hai replied, “Breaking one finger is always better than wounding ten. Instead of stalling them like 

this, we should take the initiative to attack. You should have also seen the tunnels of the mine. There 

should be tunnels big enough for us to lay an ambush. This one, it’s quite a distance from region 3. Even 

if the other teams want to help, it would take some time for them to arrive. We can eliminate one group 

and then deal with the others.” 

 



Kong Miao looked at the map as he earnestly listened to Zhao Hai’s words. Zhao Hai was pointing 

towards a place ner region 3. It should be enough to deal with the Hundred Treasures Realm. Even if ten 

thousand people battled there, they would easily fit. 

 

However, getting the army together would be a challenge. The World of Cultivation and the Xu Race’s 

troops were currently scattered around the mine. Wanting to summon them in a short time wouldn’t be 

easy. 

Chapter 1449: Direct Confrontation! 

Zhao Hai looked at Kong Miao’s expression and knew what he was thinking. Zhao Hai said, 

“Grandmaster, there are more than a thousand Xu Race Brothers who came here with me. I can take 

them to stage an ambush on the tunnel. Meanwhile, you can send people to lead the Hundred 

Treasures Realm there. At the same time, you can contact the other teams to assemble towards the 

tunnel as soon as possible. As long as we get those people in the tunnel, we can eliminate a group from 

the Hundred Treasures Realm. At the same time, we can arrange for defensive measures in order to 

stop the other groups from helping.” 

 

Hearing Zhao Hai, Kong Miao agreed and said, “Alright, I’ll take care of it. You go to the tunnel and 

prepare an ambush. Once you’re ready, notify me immediately.” Zhao Hai nodded, then he gave 

everyone in the room a salute before he left. 

 

Seeing Zhao Hai coming out, the Xu Race members who came with him were looking at him with 

eagerness. To be honest, they wanted to fight alongside Zhao Hai rather than on their own. 

 

Seeing everyone’s expectant eyes, Zhao Hai smiled faintly and said, “Brothers, follow me. We’re going 

into battle once again. I’ll brief you on the way.” When they heard this, the Xu Race members cheered. 

Then they followed Zhao Hai as they headed towards the designated tunnel. 

 

Zhao Hai briefed them about their mission as they went along. Nobody objected to the plan. On the 

contrary, they were a little excited. They wanted to fight against the Hundred Treasures Realm once 

more. And they were eager to get a chance to wipe them out. 

 

After seven or eight turns, Zhao Hai and the others arrived at the tunnel where they would stage an 

ambush. This tunnel was quite huge. Although there were stone pillars 400-500 meters high supporting 

the cave structure, these wouldn’t affect the battle. 

 



Zhao Hai assigned the Xu Race members to prepare for an ambush. At the same time, he took out a jade 

sword message and sent word back to Kong Miao. In the past, Zhao Hai didn’t see the appeal of the jade 

sword messages. But now, his thoughts were different. Besides their convenience, jade sword messages 

carry a spiritual seal which increases the degree of confidentiality. This caused Zhao Hai to be fond of 

them. 

 

After Kong Miao received Zhao Hai’s message, he immediately sent word to the various teams to meet 

up with Zhao Hai as soon as possible. There’s only one team that was excluded. It was the largest team 

among the others with 100 members. The leader of this team was from the World of Cultivation. He was 

actually an acquaintance of Zhao Hai, Yuan Ding. 

 

Yuan Ding was responsible for the newcomer’s area. However, since this event was closely related to 

the World of Cultivation’s future, everyone gathered at the stronghold. Yuan Ding and Yuan Zhen were 

naturally among these people. With their strength and reputation, they were able to get captain ranks. 

Their current duty was to arrange formations and delay the Hundred Treasures Realm. 

 

When Yuan Ding received Kong Miao’s jade sword message, he was stunned. But then when he read the 

message, he couldn’t help but chuckle at what he read. 

 

Yuan Zhen was beside Yuan Ding. Seeing Yuan Ding’s expression, he couldn’t help but get curious, 

“Senior Brother, what happened? What are you happy about?” 

 

Yuan Zhen understood his Senior Brother very well. His Senior Brother dealt with matters calmly. Only 

very few things could make him chuckle. 

 

Yuan Ding didn’t hide anything as he handed the jade sword message to Yuan Zhen and said, “Go take a 

look. It’s about Mister Zhao Hai.” 

 

Yuan Zhen was stunned for a moment, then he took the jade sword message and read its contents. The 

message described the current plan. Not only did it include the ins and outs of the operation, it also said 

that they needed to listen to Zhao Hai’s command. 

 

Zhao Hai was personally led by Yuan Ding to the Ten-thousand Realm Battlefield. Although he has been 

in the battlefield for a short time, Zhao Hai was able to become an important character of the World of 

Cultivation. This was something that Yuan Ding and Yuan Zhen didn’t think of. 



 

The two weren’t envious of Zhao Hai. After all, it was the two of them who scouted Zhao Hai. There was 

a rule in the World of Cultivation that rewarded the scouts who recruited someone that provided great 

merits for the realm. The greater achievements their recruited person achieves, the more rewards the 

recruiter would have. Additionally, having a connection to a genius would be great for the recruiters. 

Because of this Yuan Ding and Yuan Zhen were eager in scouting for talents to send to the battlefield. 

And the better the rookie’s performance was, the happier they would be. 

 

Seeing the contents of the jade sword message, even the ice-cold expression on Yuan Zhen’s face lit up. 

Then he said, “Good, very good. I didn’t expect Zhao Hai to do such a good job. Senior Brother, what are 

you planning to do now?” 

 

Yuan Ding smiled faintly and said, “Although it’s not written on the jade sword message, it’s clear that 

Grandmaster Kong Miao is longer depending on the Giant Spirit Realm. Instead, he wants to deal with 

the situation himself. It’s a good idea to deal with the Hundred Treasures Realm group by group.” 

 

Yuan Zhen nodded, then he coldly snorted and said, “Those fellows from the Hundred Treasures Realm 

have been bullying us. It’s time to show them how fierce we can be.” 

 

Yuan Ding knit his brows and said, “You shouldn’t look down on the enemy. Those fellows from the 

Hundred Treasures Realm wouldn’t be easy to deal with. They are very strong. Although we only need to 

lure them over to the mine, we still have to be careful.” 

 

Yuan Zhen nodded, then he said, “Senior Brother, you can rest assured. I’ll immediately pass on the 

orders for the others to be careful.” 

 

Yuan Ding nodded. Then Yuan Ding left to relay the orders. Once the order was passed down, Yuan Ding 

led everyone towards where the Hundred Treasures Realm were. 

 

Yuan Ding and the others could be regarded as the frontline troops of the World of Cultivation. Although 

they didn’t clash with the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm, they still know where they were. 

This was because the Hundred Treasures Realm were making noises while breaking formations. 

 

Yuan Ding was also an experienced combatant, so he knew what needed to be done. Yuan Ding signaled 

to everyone before setting off. 



 

It didn’t take long for the team to find a group from the Hundred Treasures Realm. There were more 

than 500 people in this group. They were currently breaking a formation. 

 

After seeing these people, he immediately issued orders to attack the enemy’s rear. The Hundred 

Treasures Realm was already annoyed by the World of Cultivation’s guerilla tactics. However, since they 

lacked the ability they couldn’t do anything. They discovered that the people from the World of 

Cultivation were like old rats. Once they enter a tunnel, they would be very hard to track down. 

 

The terrain was like a maze. And with the World of Cultivation’s formations, it was very hard for the 

Hundred Treasures Realm to pursue. 

 

Now, the people from the World of Cultivation dared to test their patience. This was something they 

cannot bear. They had been led here and there for a long time, so their patience had reached its limit. 

There’s no way for them to tolerate this provocation. 

 

The 500 members of the group angrily roared towards Yuan Ding and the others. However, Yuan Ding 

and the others quickly turned away and ran. But they didn’t run quickly and deliberately slowed down. 

And while they were running, they would set up formations in order to annoy the people from the 

Hundred Treasures Realm even more. 

 

Yuan Ding did this deliberately so that the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm wouldn’t get any 

ideas. He wanted the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm to think that he was testing their limits, 

not leading them somewhere. 

 

After a long time constantly breaking formations, the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm would 

certainly think that they were only doing this in order to stall for time. And once they were tired, the 

World of Cultivation would come over and deal with them. 

 

And after stalling them for a long time, the people from the World of Cultivation arrived and attacked 

them. It’s likely that they wanted to see if the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm were 

vulnerable. If they were indeed tired, then the World of Cultivation would send the stronger troops in 

order to clean them up. 

 



Yuan Ding intended the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm to keep thinking this way. He wanted 

them to think that he was here to test them. 

 

These people from the Hundred Treasures Realm were angered that they simply didn’t think of much. 

Instead, they thought that Yuan Ding and the others were just here to provoke them. Because of this, 

they weren’t able to discover that Yuan Ding and the others were escaping at a slower speed than 

before. 

 

This time, the World of Cultivation has made the proper preparations in order to receive the Hundred 

Treasures Realm’s attack. They invested a lot of capital in order to install formations. Flags and 

formation disks were sent over from the realm in addition to the supply they already had in the 

stronghold. 

 

The Ten-thousand Realm Battlefield was just too rich for the World of Cultivation to give it up. Not only 

were various resources found in the battlefield, there’s also the more important cultivation methods! 

 

A lot of powerful cultivation methods that the World of Cultivation had was obtained from the Ten-

thousand Realm Battlefield. Although jade slips obtained in the Ten-thousand Battlefield have spiritual 

seals. Once those seals were broken, then the contents inside would be destroyed. Even breaking 1000 

jade slips wouldn’t guarantee one cultivation method. 

 

However, there really were a lot of people in the Ten-thousand Realm Battlefield. Battles between the 

more than 30 thousand realms would cause jade slips to be abundant. If one was lucky, they would be 

able to obtain 10 thousand jade slips in one battle. If they can obtain even just one cultivation from 

these jade slips, then the World of Cultivation would have profited. 

 

For these reasons, the World of Cultivation would never let go of the Ten-thousand Realm Battlefield. 

For them, abandoning the Ten-thousand Realm Battlefield was akin to sealing themselves off. Then they 

would only get farther and farther away from the other realms. 

 

At the same time, the World of Cultivation’s higher-ups maintained a deep sense of crisis because of the 

battlefield. Although the other realms were still unaware of the World of Cultivation’s coordinates, this 

doesn’t guarantee that they never will. If people discover the World of Cultivation’s coordinates, then 

they might attack. If the World of Cultivation remained passive and retreated, then the only thing 

waiting for them was their destruction. 

 



Being prepared for danger in times of peace was a sign of a matured civilization. After suffering several 

setbacks, the World of Cultivation was able to learn lessons and were no longer arrogant. 

 

To be honest, the Buddhists regretted their plot against the Cultivators. If they still had their original 

number of experts, then the World of Cultivation would be at the upper tier of mid-grade realms. 

Although they were only one level lower right now, the benefits they could obtain were still 

incomparable to before. 

 

Although the Buddhists were still suppressing the sects in recent years, they weren’t as ruthless. They 

also wanted the World of Cultivation to develop faster. Only when the World of Cultivation gets stronger 

would they obtain more benefits. 

 

When they knew that they were faced against the Hundred Treasures Realm, the people from the World 

of Cultivation wanted to count on the Giant Spirit Realm. However, upon seeing that the Giant Spirit 

Realm only sent 50 people, the higher-ups understood that the Giant Spirit Realm wasn’t taking this 

matter seriously. This was what they were most worried about. 

 

Because of this, the World of Cultivation had nothing else to do but invest heavily in the battle in order 

to drive the Hundred Treasures Realm away. 

 

The people from the Hundred Treasures Realm were the most affected by the development. They were 

also the people who were the least willing to give up on the battlefield. Because of this, in order to 

successfully accomplish their task, they made sure to be careful in every step they make. 

 

The people from the Hundred Treasures Realm didn’t attempt to think about Yuan Ding’s actions, they 

just kept chasing. Although they were still breaking formations along the way, seeing that Yuan Ding and 

the others were within reach, the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm were very excited. 

 

Yuan Ding’s position wasn’t far from the ambush point. Before long, Yuan Ding and the others arrived at 

the place where Zhao Hai and the others were. Upon entering the tunnel, Yuan ding and the others 

couldn’t help but stare. This was because they didn’t feel that there was an ambush. They didn’t even 

feel anyone’s presence. This caused them to be puzzled. 

 

Just as they were shocked, Zhao Hai’s voice entered their ears, “Masters, please continue walking 

forward towards tunnel number 8. Once we begin attacking, turn around and attack as well.” 



 

Although they weren’t able to discover Zhao Hai, they recognized his voice. Therefore, Yuan Ding and 

Yuan Zhen gave a nod as they flew forward. And before they were able to enter the tunnel, the Hundred 

Treasures Realm arrived. 

 

Yuan Ding and the others didn’t dally and immediately entered the next tunnel. Naturally, the group 

from the Hundred Treasures Realm continued their pursuit. Then when they reached the center of the 

tunnel, a large number of artifacts attacked them. Yuan Zhen and the others also turned around and 

attacked. This caused the group from the Hundred Treasures Realm to be stunned. They knew that they 

had fallen into a trap. However, they didn’t panic. They organized themselves and prepared to defend. 

 

 

Chapter 1450: Ambush 

fighting the Hundred Treasures Realm. Now that the group from the Hundred Treasures Realm had been 

turned chaotic by the 12 metal ebasts, the Xu Race took this opportunity to attack. A lot of people from 

the Hundred Treasures Realm were killed by this. 

 

This was the most desperate fight that these people had been in. They didn’t expect the World of 

Cultivation and the Xu Race to have the courage to ambush them. This was a true surprise for them. 

 

And with Zhao Hai’s surprise attack, the group from the Hundred Treasures Realm didn’t have any 

means to resist. In the end, they can only defend passively against the attacks. 

 

Yuan Ding and Yuan Zhen couldn’t help but get stunned. They had a brief encounter with the Hundred 

Treasures Realm before and they knew how strong they were. They didn’t expect Zhao Hai and the Xu 

Race to completely overwhelm these people. 

 

Confidence is a very strange thing. People from high-grade realm had a higher level of confidence 

compared to those in lower-graded realms. Even if the strength between the two were the same, those 

from high-grade realms tend to win more. In other words, confidence represented morale. If you have a 

higher morale than the enemy, then you would have a greater chance of winning. 

 

On the other hand, smaller realms tend to lose confidence when faced with people from higher-grade 

realms. One couldn’t blame them, after all, the other party was more conditioned than them. Moreover, 

people from lower realms were wary of offending a high-grade realm. Because of this, their attacks 



became timid. People from lower realms who manage to escape from people from higher realms would 

be able to show off their survivability. 

 

But this time, the situation was different. This was a war of extinction. If they lost, the Xu Race would 

become extinct. Because of this, the Xu Race let go of any worries they had. Their lack of confidence 

from before was supplemented by Zhao Hai’s previous feat of dealing with the first group from the 

Hundred Treasures Realm. This allowed the Xu Race to fight with their full capabilities. 

 

Currently, the Xu Race were fighting with 120% of their strength. Naturally, they wouldn’t suffer any 

losses against the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm. Additionally, the people from the Hundred 

Treasures Realm weren’t in the right state to fight. Their effective strength has been lowered to 60%. In 

this case, the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm would be the ones suffering a loss. They could 

only be pressed down by the Xu Race. 

 

Although the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm were being pressed down, they continued to 

resist. Perhaps this was because of the pride they held deep in their hearts. Because of this, ending the 

fight in a short time became impossible. 

 

The people from the Hundred Treasures Realm were waiting for reinforcements. They already sent a 

jade sword message to ask for help. As long as they persist until reinforcements arrive, they would be 

able to win. 

 

But what they didn’t know was that their jade sword message had been taken by Zhao Hai, so none of 

their messages went through. It would be impossible for them to have reinforcements. At the same 

time, a large number of combatants from the World of Cultivation and the Xu Race were still on the way. 

Once they arrive, the group from the Hundred Treasures Realm would certainly be eliminated. 

 

The group from the Hundred Treasures Realm were also able to notice that more and more enemies 

were arriving. On the other hand, their numbers were getting smaller and smaller. It was too late for 

them to attempt escaping. 

 

The fight went on as more and more people arrived. At this time, the people from the World of 

Cultivation and the Xu Race numbered more than 3 thousand. Meanwhile, the people from the Hundred 

Treasures Realm only numbered 100. And every single one of these 100 were injured. They were now 

resisting with their final strength. 

 



Despite this, the World of Cultivation and the Xu Race didn’t relax. This wasn’t a small matter, it involved 

their life and death. By this point, they had a deep grudge with the Hundred Treasures Realm. If they 

didn’t take this opportunity to deal with the Hundred Treasures Realm, then their futures would be very 

bleak. 

 

Those who can come to the Ten-thousand Realm Battlefield were elites in their respective lands. Most 

of them were at the Transcending Tribulation Stage. The hands of these people were covered in blood. 

Killing was too common for them, almost as common as breathing. 

 

Moreover, these people are old foxes. The late reinforcements from the Giant Spirit Realm caused them 

to feel wronged. They were also aware that they could only rely on each other right now. After all, they 

might be going against the Hundred Treasures Realm in the future. So they might as well fight right now. 

 

With the overwhelming numbers of the World of Cultivation and the Xu Race, the group from the 

Hundred Treasures Realm could no longer withstand them. They were suppressed and didn’t have the 

opportunity to fight back. 

 

At this point, the group from the Hundred Treasures Realm no longer had their arrogant demeanor from 

before. They have looked down on the World of Cultivation and the Xu Race. They believed that 500 

people was enough to rout 5000. But now they know that if they push someone so far, then a time 

would come where they could no longer win. 

 

Besides releasing the 12 metal beasts, Zhao Hai didn’t do anything else. He just stood on the side and 

observed. By this time, he already retrieved the 12 metal beasts. Standing behind him was Mo Sheng. Li 

Zongdao was present as well. The two looked like Zhao Hai’s guards, one behind him and the other was 

at his side. 

 

The battle ended quickly after that. The people from the Hundred Treasures Realm were completely 

wiped out. They had no way to run and even if they surrendered, they were still slaughtered by the 

World of Cultivation and the Xu Race. 

 

After the last person from the Hundred Treasures Realm fell down, the World of Cultivation and the Xu 

Race cheered. This was the first time they managed to defeat the Hundred Treasures Realm. Naturally, 

they were extremely happy. 

 



Zhao Hai looked at everyone’s celebration and gave out a light cough. Although his cough wasn’t very 

loud, everyone turned silent when they heard it. In an instant, the entire tunnel became peaceful. 

 

Zhao Hai looked at those present and said, “It’s not time to celebrate yet. Let’s clean the scene first. You 

are free to take their artifacts away, but I have a request. Leave their bodies to me. I am a Dark Mage 

and I can make Undead out of their corpses. Is everyone okay with that?” 

 

The Cultivators and the people from the Xu Race didn’t even think about it as everyone bowed at the 

same time and said, “We’ll do as Mister says!” They already recognized Zhao Hai’s position due to his 

strength. 

 

These people took the artifacts from the corpses and put them in spatial bags. However, instead of 

keeping it, a representative from the Xu Race and the World of Cultivation handed it all over to Zhao 

Hai. 

 

Zhao Hai couldn’t help but stare, then he immediately understood. They slaughtered 500 people from 

the Hundred Treasures Realm. However, they numbered more than 4000. If they divided the spoils right 

now, then the distribution wouldn’t be fair. Because of this, everyone just took all the artifacts and then 

handed it over to someone to distribute after the battle. 

 

Zhao Hai didn’t refuse. He turned his head to the Xu Race member and the monk and said, “You two, 

please take these and hand them over to Grandmaster Kong Miao.” The two naturally agreed as they 

took the spatial bags and left. 

 

Zhao Hai also collected the corpses of the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm. After he did that, 

he turned his head towards everyone and said, “It’s time to divide the work. Masters Yuan Ding and 

Yuan Zhen, please take the men from the World of Cultivation and lure the Hundred Treasures Realm. 

Friends from the Xu Race, since you have stealth robes, I’ll have to ask you to hide and wait for the 

ambush. Is everyone alright with this?” The people present complied and went along with what Zhao 

Hai said. 

 

Although it has been a short time since Zhao Hai entered the Ten-thousand Realm battlefield, both the 

Xu Race and the Hundred Treasures Realm already suffered heavy losses in his hands. Originally, the Xu 

race were angry at Zhao Hai. But after fighting with him against the Hundred Treasures Realm, they no 

longer cared about the past. Instead, they wanted to foster a close relationship with Zhao Hai. 

 



At the same time, although Yuan Ding and Yuan Zhen were the ones who recruited Zhao Hai to the Ten-

thousand Realm Battlefield, they didn’t dare pull any rank at this time. They complied and took their 

men to leave. The Xu Race also hid themselves. As for Zhao Hai, he didn’t leave and instead cleaned up 

the battlefield. Then he found a tunnel and hid. 

 

After hiding himself in a tunnel, Zhao Hai began to pay attention to the actions of the Hundred Treasures 

Realm, especially the group where Tang Jie was. This group had the strongest experts among the five 

groups. If they faced Tang Jie and the others, then the losses would certainly be large. 

 

Yuan Ding and Yuan Zhen began to lure another group from the Hundred Treasures Realm. Seeing that 

the group wasn’t Tang Jie’s, Zhao Hai felt relieved. 

 

What happened next was the same as before. Yuan Zhen and Yuan Ding attacked the group and then 

turned around and ran. At the same time, they arranged formations behind them in order to light a fire 

inside the people from the Hundred Treasures Realm. Before long, the group was lured into the ambush 

tunnel. 

 

The fight proceeded just like the previous one. Zhao Hai’s opening move was very lethal towards the 

group from the Hundred Treasures Realm. 

 

But after this, Zhao Hai couldn’t help but frown. This didn’t mean that the result was bad. On the 

contrary, the battle was going much faster than the one before. The ambush was executed beautifully. 

Zhao Hai frowned because Tang Jie’s group suddenly paused. They seem to have discovered something! 

 

Tang Jie stopped as his brows wrinkled. Then he took out a few jade sword messages and sent them out. 

They also commanded his group to stop and guard their position. 


